As Readers we will: develop a love of
reading by delving into a wide range of
texts around our topic. We will enhance
our reading and comprehension skills
while looking at a mixture of texts such
as :

As Artists/Designers
we will: Develop our
sketching skills by
copying images of
pharaohs and Egyptian
gods.

As Authors we will: develop our skills and

Develop our creative
skills by making a 3D
diorama of an
Egyptian scene/tomb
and an Egyptian death
mask.

knowledge on sentence structure and
improve our vocabulary choices. We will be
able to make changes to our work in order to
have the greatest effect on the reader when
we write: a biography, a non-chronological
report and an adventure story.

As Scientists we will: explore different
living things and their habitats. We will be
able to identify features of different biomes
and know how animals have adapted to live
there. We will also explore how our bodies
work – including our digestive system and
teeth and what all livings things need to
survive.

As Historians we will:
learn about life in Ancient
Egypt. We will discover facts
about Egyptian gods and
learn about their beliefs in
the afterlife. We will learn
about the different
pharaohs and the building of
the pyramids.
We will look at the
accomplishments of this
civilization (construction
techniques, irrigation
systems, medicines and
agricultural productions)
and link to modern way of
life.

As Geographers we
will: Be able to develop
our map reading skills by
identifying where Egypt
is in the world.
We will be able to look
at the Egyptian empire
and identify key areas
such as the River Nile
and the Valley of the
Kings. We will use maps
to identify areas of
discovery.
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As Digital Leaders we will: continue to
learn about how technology is an
important part of everyday life. We will
develop our digital skills by using
technology for research and using a
variety of apps to create pieces of work,
such as a keynote about the Egyptians.
Children’s ideas:
Make a pyramid
Learn about gods

What is the legacy of the Ancient
Egyptians?

As Musicians we will: continue to develop
our skills during in Harmony lessons.

Authentic Outcome: Egyptian museum display – of art work and written
work.
Critical Audience: share with children from another class/grown ups
Concepts: change, influence

As Sportspeople we will: work as a team to
learn new skills including how to be a good
sportsperson.
As Citizens we will: learn about Christian
music and how it links to their worship.

Opportunities/situations where
children will develop BELIEVE:
Brave enough to tackle
Challenges

Excited and motivated
to achieve

Leading a healthy,
responsible lifestyle

Individually
contributing to make a
difference

Excellent
Communicators

Valued and Respected
members of our
community

Expected to aim high

